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GENE REGULATION

Transcribed enhancers lead waves
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Although it is generally accepted that cellular differentiation requires changes to
transcriptional networks, dynamic regulation of promoters and enhancers at specific
sets of genes has not been previously studied en masse. Exploiting the fact that active
promoters and enhancers are transcribed, we simultaneously measured their activity in
19 human and 14 mouse time courses covering a wide range of cell types and biological
stimuli. Enhancer RNAs, then messenger RNAs encoding transcription factors, dominated
the earliest responses. Binding sites for key lineage transcription factors were simultaneously
overrepresented in enhancers and promoters active in each cellular system. Our data support
a highly generalizable model in which enhancer transcription is the earliest event in successive
waves of transcriptional change during cellular differentiation or activation.

R
egulated transcription initiation underlies
state changes in cell phenotype and is co-
ordinated by transcription factors binding
to gene-proximal promoters or distal regu-
latory regions such as enhancers. The in-

teraction between enhancers and transcription
induction during cellular differentiation has been
cited as one of the outstanding mysteries of
modern biology (1). Enhancer chromatin land-
scapes change drastically between developing
tissues and differentiated cells (2–4). Active en-

hancers initiate production of RNAs (eRNAs) (5)
and enhancer action during differentiation can
be assessed by sequencing of steady-state (6, 7) or
nascent RNA (8–10), demonstrating that eRNA
and target gene expression are correlated. eRNA
production is also correlated to physical proxim-
ity between enhancers and promoters (8, 9). How-
ever, the general temporal relationship between
enhancer and promoter activation across biolo-
gical system is unknown.
Genome-scale 5′ rapid amplification of cDNA

ends (cap analysis of gene expression, or CAGE)
detects transcription start sites (TSSs), including
the bidirectional TSS characteristic of active en-
hancers (11). Based on a large set of reporter as-
says, CAGE-defined enhancers are two to three
times as likely to validate (12) as untranscribed
chromatin-defined enhancer candidates from
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the ENCODE (Encyclopedia of DNA Elements)
consortium (13). Here, we used CAGE to dissect
the relationship between dynamic changes in
mRNA and eRNA in 33 time courses of dif-
ferentiation and activation. The time courses
included stem cells (embryonic, induced pluri-
potent, trophoblastic, and mesenchymal stem
cells) and committed progenitors undergoing
terminal differentiation towardmesodermal, en-
dodermal, and ectodermal fates, as well as fully
differentiated primary cells and cell lines respond-
ing to stimuli (growth factors and pathogens)
(Fig. 1, A and B; tables S1 to S3; and supplemen-
tary methods). In total, 1189 CAGE libraries from

408 distinct time points in the 33 time courses
were analyzed (Fig. 1B and auxiliary data tables S1
and S2). Differentiation or response to stimulus
was assessed by monitoring cell morphology
changes, reproducible induction of known lineage
markers, and similarity of the end-point tran-
scriptome to differentiated cells from the steady-
state samples of FANTOM5 (14) (auxiliary data
table S1).
The current data expand the set of known

human and mouse core promoters from the
FANTOM5 body-wide steady-state atlas (14) to
201,802 and 158,966, and the set of transcribed
enhancers to 65,423 and 44,459. Of all identi-

fied core promoters in human and mouse, 51%
and 61% varied significantly in expression in at
least one time course. Out of the 103,355 differ-
entially expressed human promoters, 80,152 were
within genes on the same strand. Of these, 55,626
are potential alternative promoters (see supple-
mentary methods), overlapping a total of 13,138
genes. We found 65 human genes that had a dy-
namic switch between alternative promoterswith-
in a time course, leading to exclusion of exons
encoding protein domains (table S4).
Of all enhancers identified in FANTOM5, 42,274

human (65%) and 34,338mouse (77%) enhancers
were expressed in at least one CAGE library in
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Fig. 1.Time course design and definition of response classes. (A) Schematic
illustration of the time course experiments included in the study, arranged ac-
cording to a development tree. Germ layers are shown as boxes. Black stars
indicate time series sampled with high resolution. (B) Overview of time courses
according to sampling strategy. The x axis indicates time after induction. Each
dot indicates CAGE sampling, typically done in biological triplicates. (C) Stylistic
representation of each of the major up-regulated response patterns (classes)
identified as described in the main text. The y axis shows log2 fold change

versus time 0; the x axis shows time in minutes. (D) Mean expression log2
fold change across time courses for enhancers and promoters classified
into each response pattern [as in (C)].The 95% confidence intervals of means
are shown. (E) Boxplots of fractions showing the preference for enhancers, TF
promoters, and other promoters for respective response class. (F) Overlap
between time courses in terms of enhancers and promoters in respective class.
Barplots show the frequency (y axis) of the number of time courses (out of 9)
sharing a specific feature (x axis).
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the current study. Of these, 5371 (13%) human and
6824 (20%)mouse enhancers changed expression
significantly over time in at least one time course.
Most of these enhancer changes were time-course
specific (56% in human, 67% in mouse). In con-
trast, the fraction of promoters regulated in only a
single time course was smaller (29% in human,
33% in mouse).

We profiled 13 cellular systems with high tem-
poral resolution within the first hours of cellular
induction (Fig. 1B).We focused on the first 6 hours
in nine of these time courses (five human and
four mouse having sufficient numbers of dyna-
mic promoters and enhancers; table S1).
Based onunsupervised clustering,we identified

a set of distinct response pattern classes, shared

by multiple time courses, by analyzing expression
fold changes versus time 0 in each time course.
For each response class, we defined specific expres-
sion rules (fig. S1), enabling consistent response
class labeling of any dynamically transcribed en-
hancer or TSS in a time-course–specific fashion
(figs. S2 to S4). Transcription factor (TF) promoters
were analyzed as a distinct group. Because most
enhancers and promoters that were dynamically
changing in this set were up-regulated over time
(fig. S5), we focused on the six up-regulated re-
sponse classes (Fig. 1C).
Multiple enhancers, TF promoters, and non–

TF promoters were found in all response classes
(Fig. 1D, fig. S6, and auxiliary data table S3), but
with different preferences. Enhancers weremore
common in the early peaking classes (“rapid short,”
“early standard,” and “rapid long” responses). TF
promoters were generally induced after enhancers
(preferring the “late standard” response and “long
response” classes) and non–TF promoters were
most common in the “late gradual response”
class that increased gradually with time (Fig. 1E),
suggesting that many of these genes were the
direct or indirect targets of the induced tran-
scription factors. Simulation studies, as well as
gene-specific RNA half-life data (15), showed
that differential degradation rates of RNA
species (11) could not explain the observed class
preferences (supplementary text and figs. S7
and S8). Although these patterns were evident
across cell types and species, few promoters
(mean 8.5% across classes) and even fewer en-
hancers (mean 5.1% across classes) were assigned
to the same response class in two or more time
courses (Fig. 1F).
We looked further at a literature-curated set of

232 immediate early response (IER) genes (table
S5). Although 65% of the IER genes had at least
one promoter that was up-regulated within the
first 2 hours in at least two time courses, no con-
sistent pattern of IER expression was obvious
between time courses (fig. S9). For example, only
42 promoters were induced early in five or more
human time courses (fig. S10A). Even fewer en-
hancers shared an early response: Only 11 were
induced in three ormore time courses (fig. S10B),
and of these, half neighbored a known IER gene.
Thus, the IER pattern is generalizable across
different cell states, but the cohort of IER genes
are not.
In general, up-regulated enhancers in the rapid

short response class were transcribed earlier than
their proximal (T200 kb) promoters (Fig. 2, A and
B, and fig. S11). Proximal TF promoters were, in
turn, more highly and more rapidly activated
than proximal non–TF promoters. To compare
the responses over time, we used the “center of
mass” (CM) statistic identifying the time point
by which 50% of the expression change in the
enhancer or promoter had occurred. Enhancers
changedmost rapidly, followed by TF promoters,
then non–TF promoters (Fig. 2C). The temporal
differences were highlighted further when en-
hancers were compared to their proximal pro-
moters (within T200 kb) (Fig. 2C). For 85.8% of
enhancer–non–TF promoter pairs and 74.6% of
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Fig. 2.Temporal shifts between enhancer and promoter activity. (A) Smoothed mean expression over
time for all enhancers classified into the rapid short response group and all differentially expressed
proximal (T200 kb) promoters, split by gene type. Controls for class specificity (dotted lines) constitute
promoters proximal to randomly sampled enhancers from other classes. Shaded areas indicate 95%
confidence intervals. (B) Example of expression timing in an enhancer-promoter pair (EGR1), showing acti-
vation of enhancers before promoter activation. MCF-7 ChIA-PET interaction data are visualized at the bottom
as green lines; each line represents a cluster of ChIA-PETpaired tags consisting of at least three pairs, where
line end thickness is proportional to the number of paired tags in the cluster. Right panel shows the ex-
pression level of promoter and enhancer in MCF-7 cells after induction with HRG. Error bars indicate SD. (C)
Left: Distribution of center of mass (CM) of expression changes (see main text) for enhancers,TF promoters,
and promoters of other genes. Right: difference in CM (“shift”) between enhancers-promoter pairs linked by
proximity (T200 kb) split by gene type. Black dots indicate 25th, 50th, and 75th percentiles. Asterisks indicate
significance ( P < 1.0 × 10–106, Mann-Whitney U test). (D) The similarity of enhancer or promoter response
classification (Fig. 1C) within each TAD was analyzed by calculating the frequency of identically classified
enhancers or promoters in all pairwise comparisons. Frequency distributions are shown as violin plots.
Controls are made by randomly sampling the same number of enhancers or promoters and calculating the
classification similarity as above (repeated 100 times for each TAD). Asterisks indicate significance (P < 0.01,
Mann-Whitney U test); dots represent percentiles, as in (C). (E) Fraction of enhancers that interact (by
RNAPII-ChIA-PET) with promoters in unstimulated MCF-7 cells, split by enhancer response class in the
MCF-7+HRG time course.
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enhancer–TF promoter pairs, the CM occurred
earlier for the enhancer (P < 1.0 × 10–106,Wilcoxon
signed rank test). We hypothesized that these
results might reflect larger chromatin structures;
indeed, enhancer-promoter pairs defined by topo-
logical domains (TADs) (16) gave similar results
(figs. S11 and S12), andmoreover, enhancers (or
promoters) within the same TADwere more likely
to be in the same response class (Fig. 2D). Sim-
ilarly, groups of enhancer-promoter pairs (defined
either by genomic proximity or TAD boundaries)
were more similar in terms of CM shifts than
expected by chance (fig. S13, P < 1.0 × 10–14,
Mann-Whitney U test).
We used ENCODE (13) data to demonstrate

that enhancers dynamically expressed in the
MCF-7+HRG time course were more likely to be
marked with high deoxyribonuclease (DNAse)
sensitivity and enriched in H3K27ac and RNA
polymerase II (RNAPII) chromatin immuno-
precipitation signal in steady-state MCF-7 cells
than enhancers that were not active through-
out the time course (fig. S14A). Indeed, chro-
matin interaction analysis with paired-end-tag
sequencing (ChIA-PET) data from steady-state
MCF-7 cells (17) showed that these dynamic en-
hancers interacted with promoters to a much
larger extent than nonactive enhancers, but the
fraction of promoter-interacting enhancers was

high regardless of response class (Fig. 2E), sug-
gesting that many dynamically changing en-
hancers are proximal to their promoter target(s)
and primed beforehand in terms of chroma-
tin state. However, chromatin patterns in the
unstimulated state were not sufficient to dis-
tinguish between temporal enhancer classes
(fig. S14B).
Transcription factor binding sites implicated

in regulating enhancer and promoter expression
were assessed by inferringmotif activities (18)—a
statistic that describes the ability of a DNAmotif
to explain observed expression changes across a
given set of samples—based on motif occurrence
in the regions –300 to +100 base pairs (bp) from
the major TSSs of each promoter and T200 bp
from the center of each enhancer, resulting in a
derived activity profile across time for each DNA
binding motif and time course. Motif sets with
high predictive power in enhancers and promo-
ters overlapped significantly (false discovery rate
< 0.05, Fisher’s exact test) in 29 out of 33 time
courses (Fig. 3A). Many of these highly con-
tributing motifs described binding sites for
known lineage-specific regulators in specific
time courses, such as FOS in MCF-7 cells stim-
ulated by HRG, GATA6 in cardiomyocyte differ-
entiation, and nuclear factor kB (NF-kB) in
macrophages. On average, motif activity scores

correlated positively across time between en-
hancers and promoters, with significantly higher
correlation for motifs identified as significantly
active (supplementary text) in both enhancers
and promoters (P < 6.9 × 10–8, Mann-Whitney
test) (Fig. 3B); however, in general, motif activity
reached a maximum in enhancers earlier than
in promoters (P< 1.8 × 10–14,Wilcoxon signed rank
test; Fig. 3, C and D). Thus, the general ob-
servation of enhancer transcription waves pre-
ceding those of promoters identified above was
supported by motif activity.
In summary, by using a large-scale comparative

analysis across many different tissues and time
courses, and simultaneously sampling expression
at gene promoters and enhancers, we reveal that
enhancer transcription is themost common rapid
transcription change occurring when cells initiate
a state change. Enhancer RNA concentration
peaked as early as 15 min after the transition trig-
ger was applied in some time courses. Although
earlier studies of single time courses have reported
enhancer activity before gene activation in a small
set of enhancer-gene pairs (8, 9, 19), we can now
establish this phenomenon as a general feature
of mammalian transcriptional regulation, across
amultitude of biological systems. This challenges
previous models that suggested that linked
enhancers and promoters are coexpressed over

SCIENCE sciencemag.org 27 FEBRUARY 2015 • VOL 347 ISSUE 6225 1013

Fig. 3. Motif analysis of linked enhancers and promoters over time. (A) Overlap of motifs classified as significant for driving expression in enhancers and
promoters. Top row: bar plot of motif overlap odds ratios, colored by significance. Bottom row: Venn diagrams of motif set overlap. (B) Distributions of average
Pearson correlation coefficient between motif activities in enhancers and promoters in all motifs investigated (black) and motifs significantly active in both enhancers
and promoters (gray). (C) Distribution of shift (minutes) in motif activity center ofmass (see Fig. 2D) in promoters compared to enhancers. (D) Examples ofmotif activity
in enhancers preceding that of promoters. Motif activity is plotted as the average of activity Z scores per time point. Error bars indicate the SD.
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time [e.g., (8, 15, 19, 20)]. Indeed, even in the
case of late response classes, candidate en-
hancers appear to be activated in advance of
promoters in their vicinity (fig. S11). The rapid
burst of eRNA activity at 15 min was frequently
followed by a rapid return to baseline (Fig. 1D).
In these cases, it may be that once the target
promoter has been activated, enhancer activity
is no longer required. Other enhancers were
rapidly activated and then continuously ex-
pressed. These eRNAs may have additional
functional roles, such as the recently suggested
role in promoting elongation (15).
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EVOLUTION

Evolutionary resurrection of flagellar
motility via rewiring of the nitrogen
regulation system
Tiffany B. Taylor,1* Geraldine Mulley,1* Alexander H. Dills,2 Abdullah S. Alsohim,1,3

Liam J. McGuffin,1 David J. Studholme,4 Mark W. Silby,2 Michael A. Brockhurst,5

Louise J. Johnson,1† Robert W. Jackson1,6

A central process in evolution is the recruitment of genes to regulatory networks.
We engineered immotile strains of the bacterium Pseudomonas fluorescens that lack
flagella due to deletion of the regulatory gene fleQ. Under strong selection for motility,
these bacteria consistently regained flagella within 96 hours via a two-step evolutionary
pathway. Step 1 mutations increase intracellular levels of phosphorylated NtrC, a distant
homolog of FleQ, which begins to commandeer control of the fleQ regulon at the cost of
disrupting nitrogen uptake and assimilation. Step 2 is a switch-of-function mutation that
redirects NtrC away from nitrogen uptake and toward its novel function as a flagellar
regulator. Our results demonstrate that natural selection can rapidly rewire regulatory
networks in very few, repeatable mutational steps.

A
long-standing evolutionary question con-
cerns how the duplication and recruitment
of genes to regulatory networks facilitate
their expansion (1) and how networks gain
mutational robustness and evolvability (2).

Bacteria respond to diverse environments using
a vast range of specialized regulatory pathways,
predominantly two-component systems (3), which
are the result of adaptive radiations within gene
families. Due to past cycles of gene duplication,
divergence, and horizontal genetic transfer, there
is often extensive homology between the com-
ponents of different pathways (4), raising the
possibility of cross-talk or redundancy between
pathways (5). Here we monitor the recovery of
microbial populations from a catastrophic gene
deletion: Bacteria engineered to lack a particular
function are exposed to environments that im-
pose strong selection to re-evolve it, sometimes
by recruitment of genes to regulatory networks
(6–9).
In theplant-associatedsoil bacteriumPseudomonas

fluorescens, the master regulator of flagellar syn-
thesis is FleQ (also called AdnA), a s54-dependent
enhancer binding protein (EBP) that activates
transcription of genes required for flagellum bio-
synthesis (10, 11). The starting P. fluorescens strain
is AR2; this strain lacks flagella due to deletion
of fleQ and is unable to move by spreading mo-
tility due to mutation of viscosin synthase (viscB),
resulting in a distinctive, pointlike colony mor-

phology on spreading motility medium (SMM)
(12) (Fig. 1A). We grew replicate populations of
AR2 on SMM (see supplementary materials and
methods); when local nutrients became depleted,
starvation imposed strong selection to re-evolve
motility. To demonstrate that this finding was
not strain-specific, we replicated these experiments
in a different strain of P. fluorescens, Pf0-2x. This
strain is a DfleQ variant of Pf0-1, already viscosin-
deficient, and thus unable to move by spreading
or swimming motility (10).
After 96 hours of incubation of AR2 andPf0-2x

at room temperature on SMM, two breakout mu-
tations were visible, conferring first slow (AR2S
and Pf0-2xS) and then fast (AR2F and Pf0-2xF)
spreading over the agar surface (Fig. 1A). The
AR2F strain produces flagella, but we could not
detect flagella in electron microscopy samples
for AR2S (Fig. 1B). Genome resequencing revealed
a single-nucleotide point mutation in ntrB in
strain AR2S, causing an amino acid substitution
within the PAS domain of the histidine kinase
sensor NtrB [Thr97→Pro97 (T97P)] (13). The fast-
spreading strain AR2F had acquired an addi-
tional point mutation in the s54-dependent EBP
gene ntrC, which alters an amino acid (R442C)
within the DNA binding domain (Table 1 and
table S2).
NtrB and NtrC make up a two-component sys-

tem: Under nitrogen limitation, NtrB phosphor-
ylates NtrC, which activates transcription of genes
required for nitrogen uptake and metabolism. To
determine how mutations in this separate regu-
latory pathway restoredmotility in the absence of
FleQ, we performed microarray and quantita-
tive reverse transcription polymerase chain reac-
tion analyses of the ancestral and evolved strains
(fig. S1 and table S1). The expression of genes
required for flagellum biosynthesis and chemo-
taxis was abolished in AR2 compared with wild-
type (WT) SBW25 (Fig. 2A). The ntrBmutation
in AR2S partially restores the expression of
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